Monthly Police Report
April 2018
Auto Accidents:
04/05- A two car collision occurred at the intersection of Beverly Road and West Drive.
Vigilant Ambulance responded as a safety precaution to check an infant passenger. All
parties refused medical attention. No tow
04/25- A two car collision occurred at the intersection of Beverly Road and West Drive.
Vigilant on scene and all parties refused further medical attention. No tow.
Aided Cases:
04/05-A mother and infant were involved in an auto accident at the intersection of Beverly
Road and West Drive. Both parties were checked by medical technicians at scene and
refused medical attention.
04/10-A resident of Beverly Road was transported to North Shore Hospital after suffering
a reaction to medication.
04/13- A resident of Beverly Road was assisted back into a chair after a fall in the home.
There were no injuries reported and aided refused medical treatment.
04/15-A resident of 1 Kensington Gate was assisted back into a chair after suffering a fall
in the kitchen. There were no injuries reported and aided refused medical treatment.
04/23-A resident of Nassau Drive was transported to North Shore Hospital after having
difficulty breathing.
04/24-A resident of Arleigh Road was transported to North Shore Hospital after being
found unresponsive but breathing.
04/27- A resident of Arleigh Road was assisted after a fall in the home. No injuries were
reported and aided refused medical treatment.
Ambulance Calls:
The Vigilant Fire Company Ambulance responded to all of the above aided cases.
Alarms:
The Department responded to active alarms during the month, all were found to be false
burglar alarms.
Arrests:
None.
Assists:
Assistance was given to Great Neck Estates Police Department 34 times and received
from Great Neck Estates Police Department 18 times.
Burglaries:
Nothing to report.
Cases:
None
Fires:
04/02- Vigilant Fire Company responded to an Arleigh Road home after receiving a report
of an odor of smoke. The Fire Department was unable to detect or determine a source of
the complaint.
04/28- Vigilant Fire Company responded to an Arleigh Road home after receiving an
alarm for a fire. Upon arrival it was determined to be a small contained kitchen fire that
was extinguished before police arrival. No damage.
Larcenies:
Nothing to report.
Vacant Homes:
The number of homes reported vacant during the month was14. All were found to be
secure.
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Miscellaneous:
-While on patrol on Beverly Road a garage door was observed in the open position. After
unsuccessful attempts to contact owner, the door was secured.
- An open door at a construction site was investigated. The interior was checked and
found to be in good order. The door was secured and contractor notified.
-Light outages/issues were reported throughout the month to the village hall for repair.
- Temporary No Parking signs were deployed throughout the village in order to alleviate
possible traffic /parking conditions.
- A 911 hang up was investigated at an Arleigh Road home and found to be dialed in
error.
-All members of the Kensington Police Department participated in an CPR/AED refresher
course sponsored by the Red Cross and taught by Manhasset-Lakeville FD.
- Police responded to a report of a car blocking the driveway of an Arleigh Road home.
The vehicle and owner were located and the situation corrected.
-Police responded to a contractor/homeowner dispute on Nassau Drive. The situation
was corrected and information was exchanged.
- A report of a disabled motorist was reported on Nassau Drive. After a check of the area
it was deemed unfounded.
-Suspicious activity, observed by a neighbor, was reported coming from a vacant home
on Arleigh Road. A short investigation found that the workers had permission to be on the
premise. Owner was notified via land line.
-A North Drive resident reported damage to their property caused by a large truck
delivering to a construction site across the street. All information was taken and a report
was filed with the village hall.
-A Beverly Road resident was locked out of auto with the keys inside and vehicle running.
Access was gained to the auto with no damage reported.
-A Nassau Drive resident was assisted when locked out of the home. There was a key on
file and access was gained and key returned to HQ.
-A large tree branch blocking the roadway was removed to allow vehicular traffic to pass.
- A dispute between an Arleigh Road homeowner and tree company was investigated
and the situation was corrected with no further police action required.
-A suspicious package was reported on Arleigh Road. Police responded and determined
the bag was mistakenly left at scene by a student.
-The village hall was notified of a downed light pole on Nassau Drive. The cause was
indeterminable.
-An open gate was observed at an East Shore Road business after normal business
hours. A person was located on the premise and had proper ID and permission to be on
site.

Equipment:
Car #657 was patrolled 1,094 miles. The odometer now reads 51,819 miles.
Car #658 was patrolled 1,238 miles. The odometer now reads 17,702 miles.
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Breakdown:
VTL-2 UNLICENSED OPERATION VIOLATIONS,4 UNINSURED MOTORIST VIOLATIONS,13 STOP SIGN
VIOLATIONS,7 DISOBEY TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICE VIOLATIONS,7 SPEEDING VIOLATIONS,1 SEAT BELT
VIOLATION,1 AGGRAVATED UNLICENSED OPERATION VIOLATION,1 FAILURE TO SIGNAL VIOLATION,1 U
TURN VIOLATION,1 PASSING SCHOOL BUS VIOLATION,1 INADEQUATE LIGHTS VIOLATION
PARKING-7 TWO HOUR PARKING VIOLATIONS,2 NO PARKING 2AM-6AM VIOLATIONS
APPEARANCE TICKETS-1 AGGRAVATED UNLICENSED OPERATION,2 BUILDING WITHOUT PERMIT
VIOLATIONS

Respectfully submitted;

Lieutenant Curt Giraulo

